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THE ULTIMATE BARN FIND - Part 1 

D TEST NO 05/10/2010  – 1955 DS19 Model: DS19 (DS) 
  
Year: 1955 (Model year 1956) 
Years active: 1955-1963, 2010- 
  
Engine: 
1911cc DS, 84bhp 
  
Transmission: 4 Speed Manual, Hydraulically Operated (bvh) 
  
Colour: Champagne/Aubergine (AC) 
  
Test duration: August 2010-ow 
Course covered: Shed-Albany 
Conditions: Perfect Conditions Only 
  
For: Wow! Oldest known D – Chassis No.9 – Hand built - First Right Hand Drive DS19 
Against: Nothing. It’s a D. 

Have you ever dreamt of the “Ultimate Barn Find” 

Driving through some little country town in your beloved D, spotted by an elderly local while getting a refreshment 
from the corner dairy “Aaaah,” he gasps – “The local vets uncles next-door neighbour’s friends brothers great 
grandfather used to have one of those funny things! –Come to think about it, it may still be in his cousin Fred’s 
barn up by Bent Hill Cottage” 

 

http://www.ds23.co.nz/users.php?mode=profile&uid=11
http://www.ds23.co.nz/index.php?topic=JeremyTests


Then, after a few enquiries, you manage to locate the aforementioned barn and find hidden under decades of 
dust that 1967 DS21 Pallas you had ALWAYS wanted. 

It’s at this point you usually wake up to “Time to get up and mow the lawns!!!” or something similar. 

Well, this happened to me earlier this year after taking a weekend away with the family in Opononi 

 

 

  

We had taken the D for a comfortable cruise up on the Friday afternoon, now she was back on the road with a 
beautifully quiet gearbox, and while waiting for an order of Fish’n’Chips at the local takeaways, we noticed some 
local kids running around the D admiring her. “Come and look at this Grandpa – it’s WEIRD! I then heard the 
grandfather give a description of what it was to the now growing crowd of youngsters as I collected our order and 
we headed out to the car. “Is that yours? The old boy asked. After a brief conversation he told me an Uncle used 
to own one, and he thought it may be still sitting in an old shed on the family property. It turned out the car was 
stored in the early sixties as it lost all its hydraulic fluid and no one knew anything about how to fix them “It was a 
disaster right from the beginning” the old man told me – "he fell in love with the shape, but it hardly ever moved. 
He would have sold it but nobody wanted it!" 

  

After nearly an hour of talking, he then offered for me to come with him and see if it was still there, and to see 
what condition it was in.  

Was I in for a surprise! 

The barn door creaked open and a couple of birds fluttered out of the loft, spreading feathers everywhere as they 
squawked off into the surrounding countryside, obviously quite put out at being disturbe. 

There were quite a few very old building materials spread around, some old farm machinery and a couple of 
neglected trailbikes hanging from the wall. In the distance, near the back wall was a familiar shape under some 
old cloth. 

I looked around further – the building was in surprisingly good repair and very dry. If this old D only had a few 
hydraulic issues, and it had been well stored, I may be in for a nice surprise. 

We clambered over to the forlorn looking beast in the back and carefully undressed her from her ancient 
wrapping. It conjured up images of unveiling an Egyptian Mummy. 

And there she sat. We couldn’t see through the windows owing to years of grime over years of grime, but at first 
glance it looked as though I had stumbled upon a rare Slough ID19 from the early 60’s.  

Until I had a closer look... 

Firstly, the typically English oversize number plate plinth didn’t look quite as overbearing as your normal ID – 
slanting backwards ever so slightly, with an arrow shaped leading edge and a more rounded profile. The 
headlights were SEV Marchal, not l Lucas and it sported a grey windscreen rubber. This did not necessarily 
mean anything as they could have been fitted by the owner later. I then looked up at the roof – “Trompe 



d’Jericho’ – the full length indicator trumpets. She was a Slough DS19, not an ID. Even rarer still. Close but still 
no cigar! 

We tried to open the doors, but no such luck – they had long since seized. “Stand back mate”, said the old boy 
(Bill was his name) – “I’ll break a window” he offered, brandishing a knarly old bit of 4 by 2. “Ahh, no we’ll try a 
less violent method thanks”, I said. I had just noticed the aluminium fluting on the front valance and knew that this 
was something very early and possibly rather special (aren’t they all!) and that it was likely to have  early 4mm 
side windows... 

I had an idea. If we could get the bonnet open, then I could remove a front door by the hinges. 

After some fettling with the right hand bonnet catch, we were away. The front passenger door was removed with 
ease much to the surprise of the onlookers, but I think I was more blown away than them as to what (I had then 
just realised) I had just uncovered... 

While gaining access to the interior of the old Goddess, even though the 2 of the clues above pointed to a pre-
production vehicle, I had though “Nahh – in Opononi? – Impossible” but on seeing the dashboard I was beginning 
to get more convinced. Rather than being a dark grey dashboard with round Smiths instrumentation, here was a 
French style, 2-tone black & grey affair, with the lower portion stretching over to the passenger side in body 
colour – champagne! This was a combination not seen in any production right hand drive DS19 that I was aware 
of. 

The seat coverings, still in amazing condition, were all correct Slough two-tone cut. At this point I leapt out of the 
car with a rag in hand to check for any markings on the left hand firewall and other chassis number plates. 

No Slough plates on the car! Only French: 000000009! I only just managed to contain myself. I wiped a layer of 
dust from the left hand side and found the roman numerals painted: IX. 

Had I really stumbled on Chassis No. 9 – one of the first 2 RHD cars that Ken Smith had driven from Dover to 
Slough in time for the London Motor Show on 14th October 1955? 

The car as I mentioned above was RHD, albeit with a French-Style dash and sported a large British-type number 
plate plinth, although even this wasn’t quite as out of place as mentioned before. All electrics were French – not a 
Lucas item to be seen. It didn’t matter now if it wasn’t quite what it looked like at this point in time. This car was 
coming back to the boys in The Shed come hell or high water! 

A discussion then began on what an appropriate price should be. I didn’t hide the fact that it wasn’t your normal 
rust-ridden ID, only fit for scrap and a few odds & ends, but that it did seem to be a rather rare find of a very early 
model. While fully restored it could fetch a high price, it would take a lot of work and money before it reached that 
status however. The fact that he didn’t believe that it was worth anything except spare parts then laughed at my 
assurance that we would get it on the road again one day, plus the promise of a ride in it once it was 
restored, PLUS a ride in the DS21 “NOW” and a couple of crates of his favorite brew did help the purchase price 
considerably. Suffice to say, it worked out cheaper than my Xantiahaha. 

The next challenge – how to get it home on a truck with no damage? Apparently "brother Bert" was the local 
towie, and a quick call and he was around all excited, accusing his older brother of ripping the poor Aucklander 
off by selling him what was little more that a “Seized up bucket of bolts that hadn’t seen the light of day for nearly 
50 years!” We devised a method of rolling her onto the truck using very long ramps. Once we got the mechanical 
brakes free, we found she rolled OK and jacked her up using a trolley jack one side at a time, I placed wooden 
spacers between the bump stops to give it a little more ground clearance. The trick with the broom handle down 
the suspension cylinders wouldn’t have worked – the suspension rams had long since seized! 

Slowly but surely the old girl was dragged up to the bed of the truck and secured for her long and expensive trip 
to Clevedon. 

What had I done? 

By the time I got back to the hotel, my portion of fish’n’chips was cold and no-one was talking to me! 

Check back next week for the next instalment in this amazing story... 

 


